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MeasuringMarketInefficienciesin California'sRestructured
WholesaleElectricityMarket
By SEVERINBORENSTEIN,JAMESB. BUSHNELL,AND FRANK A. WOLAK*
Wepresent a methodfor decomposingwholesale electricitypayments into production costs, inframarginalcompetitiverents, and payments resultingfrom the exercise of marketpower. Using datafrom June 1998 to October2000 in California,we
find significant departuresfrom competitivepricing during the high-demandsummer months and near-competitivepricing during the lower-demandmonths of the
first two years. In summer 2000, wholesale electricity expenditureswere $8.98
billion up from $2.04 billion in summer 1999. We find that 21 percent of this
increase was due to production costs, 20 percent to competitive rents, and 59
percent to marketpower. (JEL LI, L9)

In the spring of 2000, the momentum behind
a dramatic restructuring of the electricity industry appeared to be irresistible. There were four
regions of the United States with independent
system operators running spot markets for
PJM (major
wholesale electricity-California,
of
New
Jersey,
Maryland,
parts
Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Virginia, and the District of Columbia), New England, and New York. Several
other states were undertaking initiatives to restructure their electricity sector along similar
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lines. Beginning in summer 2000, however,
soaring wholesale electricity prices in California made international news and threatened the
financial stability of the state. The disruptions in
California slowed, and threatened to reverse, the
movement toward restructured electricity markets in the United States and elsewhere.
In the aftermath of California's electricity
crisis, policy makers debated the correct lessons
to take from the state's restructuring as well as
the proper regulatory response to the crisis.
Many of the answers to the questions being
debated depend upon a proper diagnosis of the
problems that disrupted California's power sector during this period. Were soaring power costs
the result of market "fundamentals" such as
rising fuel prices, environmental cost, and a
scarcity of generating capacity? Or were power
suppliers able to exercise significant market
power? In this paper we estimate the extent to
which each of these factors-input costs, scarcity, and market power-influenced market outcomes in the California power market from
1998 through 2000. We analyze input and output prices, generator variable costs, and actual
production quantities to measure the degree to
which California wholesale electricity prices
exceeded competitive levels. We also address
the question of the efficiency impacts of market
power in this market.
While market power has been studied and
estimated in many industries, there has been
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little attentionpaid to intertemporalvariationin
the ability to exercise marketpower. For industries in which the good is storable, such intertemporalvariationis necessarily small, because
inventories greatly reduce intertemporalsupply
variation, and possibly, demand variation. In
markets for nonstorablegoods, including electricity and most services, this is not possible.
The problem is exacerbated in electricity because demandis very inelastic in the short run,
and supply becomes very inelasticas production
approachesthe system-generationcapacity.Recognizing the dynamicsof marketpower is likely
to be importantin bothdeterminingits causes and
craftingremedies as part of the evolving public
policy towardelectricityrestructuring.
Luckily, due to the history of regulation in
electricity markets,data exist on the hourly output of all generating units and transmission
power flows. In addition, informationcollected
on the technical characteristicsof each California generatingunit duringthe regulatedmonopoly regime allows very accurate estimation of
generatingunit-level variable costs.
We find that, due to rising input costs, even a
perfectly competitive Californiaelectricitymarket would have seen wholesale electricity expenditurestriple between the summersof 1998
and 2000.1 Marketpower, however, also played
a very significant role. In summer 1998, 25
percentof total electricityexpenditurescould be
attributedto market power, a figure that increased to 50 percent in summer 2000. The
increased percentage margins due to market
power combined with substantial production
cost increasesfor marginalproducersto create a
drastic rise in absolute margins and, thus,
pushed the market into a crisis later in the
summer of 2000.
In Section I, we discuss the issues raised in
estimating marketpower in electricity markets
and the consequences of market power. We
present an overview of California's electricity
marketin Section II. In Section III, we describe
the estimationtechniquein detail in the context
of the Californiamarket,addressingeach component of the marketand outlining the assumpFor the purposeof this analysis, we define the summer
to be June throughOctober of each year.
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tions made in implementingthe analysis. We try
to take a conservativeapproach,interpretingthe
data in a way that would be likely to understate
the degree of marketpower exercised. In Section IV, we present estimates of premia of actual prices over the competitive levels. In
Section V, we attemptto parse changes in competitive revenues between changes in actual
costs and changes that reflect rents to inframarginal competitive sellers. We conclude in Section VI.
I. MarketPowerAnalysisin the
ElectricityIndustry
During most of the 1990's, regulatoryevaluation of short-runhorizontal market power in
electricity focused on concentrationmeasures,
such as the Herfindahl-Hirschman
index. Unfortunately, such measures are a poor indicatorof
the potential for, or existence of, marketpower
in the electricity industry,because the industry
is characterizedby highly variableprice-inelastic
demand,significantshort-runcapacityconstraints,
and extremelycostly storage.2It is easy to show
that in such circumstances, firms with very
small marketshares could still exercise significant marketpower.
We use data collected on the technological
characteristics of generating units located in
California to construct a competitive market
counterfactualthat we compare to actual market outcomes. This competitive counterfactual
models each firmas a price-takerthatwould sell
power from a given plant so long as the price it
received was greaterthanits incrementalcost of
production.Of course, the cost of selling a unit
of electricity can be greater than the simple
productioncosts if the firm has an opportunity
cost that is greaterthanits productioncost, such
as the revenue the firm would get from selling
power or reserve capacityin a differentlocation
or market.On the otherhand, a high price in an
alternativemarket can reflect market power in
that market,resulting in the transmittalof high
2

See Borenstein et al. (1999) for a more detailed discussion of the applicability of concentrationmeasures to
market power analysis in electricity markets and citations
to regulatory decisions that have relied on concentration
indices.
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prices across marketsby the response of competitive suppliers.We discuss these alternative
opportunitiesbelow and how we account for
them in our analysis.
Thus far, we have discussed only situationsin
which a firm unilaterally exercises market
power. Antitrust law is most often concerned
with collusive attempts to exercise market
power. Unfortunately, many of the attributes
that facilitate collusion are presentin electricity
markets:In most electricity markets,firms play
repeatedly,interactingon a daily basis, so there
is opportunityto develop subtle communication
and collusive strategies.The payoff from cheating on a collusive agreementmay be limited due
to capacity constraints on production, though
for the same reason, the ability to punish defectors may be limited. Finally, the industry has
fairly standardizedproductionfacilities, so homogeneous costs may make it easier for firmsto
attain tacit or explicit collusive outcomes. All
that said, we have not explored the question of
tacit or explicit collusion among firms in the
Californiamarketas a potentialcause of prices
in excess of competitive levels.3 Rather,in this
paper we focus on the competitivenessof market outcomes.
In focusing on market outcomes, there are
two indicators that clearly distinguish market
power, and each leads to a distinct estimation
technique.First, in a competitive market,a firm
is unable to take any action, including output
decisions or offer prices, that significantly affects the price in a market. This suggests a
method of estimationthat involves studyingthe
bidding and output supply decisions of each
firm in the marketto detect successful attempts
to affect prices. This is the general approach
used by Wolak and Robert H. Patrick (1997),
CatherineD. Wolfram (1998), Roger Bohn et
al. (1999), Bushnell and Wolak (1999), Wolak
(2000), and Puller (2001).
The second empiricalapproachis at the market level, and this is the one that we adopthere.
We examine whether the marketas a whole is
setting competitive prices given the production
capabilities of all players in the market. As
3 See Steven L. Puller (2001) for an analysis of this
issue.
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such, this approach is less vulnerable to the
arguments of coincidence, bad luck, or ignorance that may be directed at analysis of the
actions of a specific generator.It is less informative about the specific manifestations of
marketpower, but it is effective for estimating
its scope and severity, as well as identifying
how departures from competitive outcomes
vary over time. This is the general approach
used in Wolfram (1999). At least two papers,
Erin T. Mansur(2001) and Paul L. Joskow and
Edward Kahn (2002), utilize both of these
approaches.
A potentialdrawbackof the market-levelapproachis that it capturesall inefficiencies in the
market,some of which may not be due to market power. If, for instance, low-cost generators
were systematicallyheld out of productionsimply due to a faulty dispatch algorithm, that
would impact the estimate of market power.
During the period we study, the Californiamarket clearly still had a number of design flaws
thatmay have contributedto inefficientdispatch
and market pricing. For the great majority of
these, however, the flaw would be benign if
firms acted as pure price-takers,ratherthan exploiting these design flaws to affect the market
price. Furthermore,we find that, over substantial periods of time, prices did not significantly
differ from our estimates of marginal cost, indicating that there were no systemic inefficiencies raising prices in all periods. Still, our
estimates must be taken with the caveat that
they include failures to achieve competitive
market prices for reasons other than market
power, including bad judgment and confusion
on the part of some generators or marketmaking institutions.
The Consequences of Market Power

In analyzing the efficiency consequences of
market power in electricity, one must begin
from the recognition that short-runelectricity
demand currently exhibits virtually zero price
elasticity. Almost none of the customersin California, or anywhere else in the United States,
are charged real-time retail electricity prices
that vary hour-to-houras wholesale prices do.
Because the extent of marketpower varies tremendously on an hourly basis, the absence of
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very-short-run elasticity is critical to understandingits consequences.4In studyingCalifornia specifically, one must also consider that,
during the 1998-2001 transition period, enduse consumerswere insulatedfrom energy price
fluctuations by the Competition Transition
Charge (CTC). The CTC was implemented
along with the restructuringof the industry in
orderto allow the incumbentutilities to recover
theirstrandedgenerationcosts. Due to the CTC,
the vast majority of end-use consumers faced
fixed retail rate schedules during the transition
period.5 Thus, the CTC greatly lessened even
the monthly elasticity of final consumer electricity demand.
Due to the extreme short-runinelasticity of
demand, market power in electricity markets
has little effect on consumption quantity or
short-runallocative efficiency. As describedbelow, however, generatingcompanies in California vary markedlyin their costs and generation
capacity, so the exercise of market power by
one firm can lead to an inefficient reallocation
of production among generating firms: a firm
exercising marketpower will restrictits output
so that its marginal cost is below price (and
equal to its marginalrevenue), while otherfirms
thatareprice-takingwill produceunits of output
for which their marginalcost is virtually equal
to price. Thus, there will be inefficient produc4
In Californiaand elsewhere, time-of-use rates are common for large users. These price schedules generally have
presetpeak, shoulder,and off-peak rates,which are changed
only twice per year. They do not distinguish,for instance, a
weekday afternoon with extremely high wholesale prices
from a more moderate weekday afternoon. Borenstein
(2001, 2002) argues that time-of-use rates are an extremely
poor substitute for real-time electricity pricing and that
real-time pricing would greatly mitigate wholesale price
volatility. PatrickandWolak (1997) estimatethe within-day
price responsiveness of industrialand commercial customers facing real-timehalf-hourlyenergy prices in the England
and Wales electricity market.They argue that an electricity
market would be much less susceptible to the exercise of
marketpower if even one-quarterof peak demand had the
average level of price responsiveness that they estimate.
5 Even "direct access"
consumers, who bought energy
from some source other than their incumbentutility, were
insulated from wholesale energy price fluctuations in the
short run by the CTC. This is because the stranded cost
component paid by all consumers was calculated in a way
that moved inversely to the energy price: the higher the
energy price, the lower the CTC payment for that hour.
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tion on a marketwidebasis as more expensive
competitive production is substituted for less
expensive productionowned by firmswith market power. This is the outcome Wolak and
Patrick (1997) described in the U.K. market,
where higher-cost combined-cycle gas turbine
generatorsowned by new entrantsprovidebaseload power that could be suppliedmore cheaply
by coal-firedplants that were being withheldby
the two largest firms. Joskow and Kahn (2002)
find evidence of withholding by large firms in
the Californiamarket.
In addition, several recent analyses have
demonstratedthat the exercise of marketpower
in an electricitynetworkcan greatlyincreasethe
level of congestion on the network.6This increased congestion impacts negatively both the
efficiency and the reliabilityof the system. Market power can also lead firms to utilize their
hydroelectric resources in ways that decrease
overall economic efficiency.7
Lastly, electricity prices influence long-term
decision-making in a way that can seriously
impactthe economy and generationinvestment.
While it has been pointed out that high prices
should spur new investment and entry in electricityproduction,these investmentsmay not be
efficient if motivated by high prices that are
caused by marketpower, which may indicate a
need not for new capacity, but for the efficient
use of existing capacity. Artificiallyhigh prices
also can lead some firms not to invest in productive enterprisesthat require significant use
of electricity,or to inefficientlysubstituteto less
electric-intensiveproductiontechnologies.
Beyond the efficiency considerations,market
power has potentiallylarge and importantredistributionaleffects. The Californiaelectricitycrisis of 2000-2001 illustratesboth the immense
potential size of these effects and the difficulty
of analyzing them. The transitionalretail rate
freeze associated with the CTC meant that the
utilities bore the brunt of the wholesale price
increases. The utilities' eventual response was
to declare bankruptcyin one case, and threaten
to in another, so the ratepayers or taxpayers

6
See Judith B. Cardell et al. (1997), Bushnell (1999),
Borensteinet al. (2000), andJoskow and JeanTirole (2000).
7
See Bushnell (2003).
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ultimatelybecame the bearersof much of these
costs. At this writing, it is still unclearwho will
bear what share of the expense, and how much
of the revenues paid to generatorswill be refunded to buyers under orders from federal
regulators.
II. The CaliforniaElectricityMarket
Through December 2000, the two primary
marketinstitutionsin Californiawere the Power
Exchange (PX) and the Independent System
Operator(ISO). The PX ran a day-ahead and
day-of market for electrical energy utilizing a
double-auction format. Firms submitted both
demand and supply bids, then the PX set the
market-clearingprice and quantityat the intersection of the resulting aggregate supply and
demand curves. In the PX day-ahead market,
which was by far the largest marketin California, firms bid into the PX offers to supply or
consume power the following day for any or all
of the 24 hourly markets.The PX marketswere
effectively financial,ratherthan physical; firms
could change their day-ahead PX positions by
purchasing or selling electricity in the ISO's
real-time electricity spot market.8
The PX was not the only means for buyers
and sellers to transactelectricity in advance of
the actual hour of supply. A buyer and seller
could make a deal bilaterally. All institutions
that scheduled transactionsin advance, including the PX, were known as "schedulingcoordinators"(SCs).9Because SCs use the transmission
grid to complete some transactions, they are
required to submit the generation and load
schedules associated with these transactionsto
the ISO.
The ISO is responsible for coordinatingthe
usage of the transmissiongrid and ensuringthat
the cumulative transactions, or schedules, do
not constitute a reliability risk, i.e., are not
8
Though the transactioncosts of tradingin the PX and
ISO differed, these differences were negligible relative to
the costs of the underlyingcommodity, electrical energy.
9 In Januaryof 2001, the PX ceased operation and the
CaliforniaDepartmentof WaterResourcesassumedresponsibility for the bulk of wholesale purchaseson behalf of all
investor-ownedutilities in California, negotiating bilateral
purchasesand operatingas its own SC.
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likely to overloadthe transmissionsystem.'0 As
the institutionresponsible for the real-time operationof the electric system, the ISO must also
ensure that aggregate supply is continuously
matched with aggregate demand. In doing so,
the ISO operatesan "imbalanceenergy"market,
which is also commonly called the real-time,or
spot, energy market.In this market, additional
generationis procuredin the event of a supply
shortfall, and generators are relieved of their
obligation to provide power in the event that
there is excess generationbeing supplied to the
grid. Like the PX, this marketis run througha
double-auctionprocess, althoughof slightly different format.Firms that deviate from their formal schedules are requiredto purchase(or sell)
the amountof their shortfall(or surplus)on the
imbalance energy market. During our sample
period, no further penalties were assessed for
deviatingfrom an advanceschedule. The imbalance energy market therefore serves as the de
facto spot marketfor energy in California.During our sample period, the ISO imbalance energy market constituted less than 5 percent of
total energy sales with the PX accounting for
about 85 percentand the remaindertakingplace
throughbilateraltrades.
The ISO also operatesmarketsfor the acquisition of reserve, or stand-by,capacity. Reserve
capacity is used to meet unexpected demand
peaks and to adjust production at different
points on the grid in orderto relieve congestion
on the transmissiongrid while still meeting all
demand. These reserves, known as "ancillary
services," are purchased through a series of
auctions that determinea uniform price for the
capacity of each reserve purchased.Most of the
reserve capacity is still available to provide
imbalance energy in real time, and therefore
will impact the spot price. A production unit
committed to provide reserve capacity during
an hour would therefore earn a capacity payment for being available and, if called upon in
real time, would earn the imbalance energy
price for actually providing energy.
"Regulationreserve,"the most short-termre-

'o Unlike the PX, the ISO continued to function in approximately its original role through the 2000-2001 electricity crisis.
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serve, is treateddifferently. Regulation reserve
units are directly controlled by the ISO and
adjustedsecond-by-secondin orderto allow the
ISO to continuously balance supply and demand, and to avoid overloadingof transmission
wires. For this reason, we treat it differently in
our analysis as described later.
A. MarketStructureof California Generation
The California electricity generation market
at firstglance appearsrelativelyunconcentrated.
The formerdominantfirms,Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) and Southern California Edison
(SCE), divested the bulk of theirfossil-fuel generation capacity in the first half of 1998 and
most of the remainderin early 1999. Most of the
capacity still owned by these utilities after the
divestitures was covered by regulatory side
agreements, which prescribed the price the
seller was credited for production from these
plants independent of the PX or ISO market
prices. These divestitures left the generation
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TABLE1-CALIFORNIA
ISO GENERATION
COMPANIES
(MW)
July 1998-online capacity
Firm

Fossil

Hydro

Nuclear

Renewable

AES
Duke
Dynegy
PG&E
Reliant
SCE
SDG&E
Other

4,071
2,257
1,999
4,004
3,531
0
1,550
6,617

0
0
0
3,878
0
1,164
0
5,620

0
0
0
2,160
0
1,720
430
0

0
0
0
793
0
0
0
4,267

July 1999-online capacity
Firm

Fossil

Hydro

Nuclear

Renewable

AES
Duke
Dynegy
PG&E
Reliant
SCE
Mirant
Other

4,071
2,950
2,856
580
3,531
0
3,424
6,617

0
0
0
3,878
0
1,164
0
5,620

0
0
0
2,160
0
1,720
0
430

0
0
0
793
0
0
0
4,888

Source:CaliforniaEnergyCommission(www.energy.ca.gov).

assets in California more or less evenly distrib-

uted between seven firms. The generation capacity of these firmsthat was located within the
ISO system during July 1998 and July 1999 is
listed in Table 1. "Fossil" includes all plants
that burn naturalgas, oil, or coal to power the
plant, but over 99 percent of the output from
these plants is fueled by naturalgas. The vast
majorityof capacity listed as owned by "other"
firms was composed of small independent
power projects. The market structure during
2000 was largely unchangedfrom that of 1999.
As can be seen from Table 1, PG&E was the
largest generationcompany duringthe summer
of 1998. The seemingly dominant position of
PG&E is offset to a large extent by its other
regulatoryagreements.All of its nucleargeneration in California,for instance,is treatedunder
rate agreements that do not depend on market
prices. More importantly,the incumbent utilities in California were the largest buyers of
electricity during this time period.11
1 The utilities had no incentive to raise market
prices
because they were net buyers of electricity and the revenue
from power that they sold into the PX was just netted out
from their power purchase costs. In fact, the CTC mechanism paid the three investor-owned utilities the difference

B. Analyzing Market Power in California's
Electricity Market
Critical to studying market power in California is an understanding of the economic interactions between the multiple electricity markets
in the state. Participants moved between markets in order to take advantage of higher (for
sellers) or lower (for buyers) prices. For instance, if the ISO's real-time imbalance energy
price was consistently higher than the PX dayahead price, then sellers would reduce the
amount of power they sell in the PX and sell
more in the ISO imbalance energy market.
These attempts to arbitrage the PX/ISO price
difference would cause the PX price and ISO
imbalance energy price to converge. For this
reason, it is not useful to study the PX market,
or any other of the California markets, in isolation. The strong forces of financial arbitrage
mean that any change in one market that affects

between fixed wholesale price (implicit in theirfrozen retail
rate) and the hourly wholesale price per unit of energy
consumed in their distributionservice territory.
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that marketprice will spill over into the other
markets. 12

This interaction of the different California
electricity markets means that we must study
the entire Californiaenergy marketin order to
analyze market power in the state. For this
reason, in the analysis below we look at all
generationin the ISO control area regardlessof
whether the power from a generating plant is
being sold through the ISO, the PX, or some
other scheduling coordinator.
Recognitionthat the Californiapower market
is effectively an integratedmarketdue to arbitrage forces yields two otherimportantinsights.
First, althoughthe Californiamarkethas some
large buyers of electricity directly purchasing
from the transmission network who may respond to hourly wholesale prices, the large utility distribution companies (UDCs) cannot
control the level of end-use demand of their
customers because these customer face price
schedules that do not vary with the hourly
wholesale price. The UDCs cannot therefore
reduce end-use consumptionin a given hour in
order to lower overall power purchase costs.
They did have some limited freedom as to
which market they used for purchase of their
requiredpower, choosing between buying dayahead in the PX and spot purchases from the
ISO imbalanceenergy market.Nonetheless, because sellers could move between markets as
well, ultimately the buyers had no ability to
exercise monopsonypower, because they could
not reduce their hourly demand for energy.
The second insight from a recognition of
marketintegrationinvolves the impact of price
caps in the various markets. Because the ISO
imbalance energy market was the last in a sequence of markets,the level of the price cap in
the imbalance energy marketfed back to form
an implicit cap on prices in the other advance
markets. That is, knowing that the maximum
one might have to pay for power in real time
was capped at $250 per megawatt-hour(MWh),
for example, no buyer would be willing to pay
more than $250 for purchasesin advance.Thus,
12 Borensteinet al. (2001) finds that althoughsignificant
price differences between the PX and ISO did occur during
individual months, overall, there was no consistent pattern
of the PX price being higher or lower than the ISO price.
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the aggregate demand curve in the day-ahead
PX market became near horizontal at prices
approachingthe level of the price cap in the ISO
imbalance energy market.'3
Many of the suppliers that compete in the
ISO or PX also are eligible to earn capacity
payments for providing ancillary services, as
well as energy payments for generatingin real
time, if they bid successfully into one of the
ancillary services markets. Ancillary services
thereforerepresentan alternativeuse of much of
the generationcapacityin California.It is therefore necessary to consider the interaction between the energy and ancillary services
markets. In the case of the California market,
the relevant considerationis that the provision
of ancillary services in most cases does not
precludethe provisionof energy in the real-time
market. Thus, for the bulk of generation, the
decisions to sell into ancillary service capacity
markets and real-time energy markets are not
mutually exclusive.
It is importantto recognize that the pool of
suppliersavailableto ancillaryservices markets
is very similar to that available to the energy
markets.The main difference is that some generatorsare physically unable to provide certain
ancillaryservices. Thus, there are fewer potential suppliers for some ancillary services than
there are for energy. We thereforewould expect
that the energy market would be at least as
competitive as the ancillary services markets,
and probably more so. In fact the ancillary
services markets, for a variety of reasons, appear to have been significantlyless competitive
thanthe energy marketduringthe time periodof
our study.14
The other prominentopportunityfor the usage of California generation is the supply of
power to neighboringregions. Higherprices for
electricityoutside of Californiacould producea
result in which generators within California
were able to earn prices above their marginal
cost, even if all generators behaved as pricetakers. For this to be the case, however, the
California ISO region would have to be a net
exporter of power. During our sample period,

13 See
14

Bohn et al. (1999).
See Wolak et al. (1998).
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such conditionsarose in only 17 hoursout of the
22,681 hoursin the sample.Even in these hours,
the maximum net quantity of energy exported
out of the ISO control area in any hour was a
modest 608 MWh. Therefore,if we assume that
trading in these markets was efficient, the net
export opportunitiesfor producerswithin California were very limited relative to the California market.
Even if this were not the case, however, our
analysis would fully accountfor the opportunity
cost of exports, because under the California
marketstructurefirms from other states had the
option to purchasepower through marketsrun
by the PX and ISO. Thus, power exported to
Arizona, for example, would raise the quantity
demanded in the California market, and therefore would increase the competitive marketclearing price within the CaliforniaPX and ISO
markets. If transmission became congested,
then furtherexports would be infeasible and the
quantity demanded in the California market
would include only the exports up to the transmission constraint.Thus, the competitive market prices we estimate incorporateopportunities
for export from California.
III. Measuring Market Power in California's
Electricity Market

The fundamentalmeasureof marketpower is
the marginbetween price and the marginalcost
of the highest cost unit necessary to meet demand. As discussed above, if no firm were
exercising market power, then all units with
marginalcost below the marketprice would be
operating. Even in a market in which some
firms exercise considerable market power, the
marginal unit that is operating could have a
marginalcost that is equal to the price. When a
firm with marketpower reduces outputfrom its
plants or, equivalently,raises its offer price for
its output, its productionis usually replaced by
other, more expensive generation that may be
owned by nonstrategicfirms.
In estimating a price-cost margin in this paper, we thereforemust estimatewhat the system
marginal cost of serving a given level of demand would be if all firms were behaving as
price-takers. In the following subsections we
describethe assumptionsand data used for gen-
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eratingestimates of the system marginalcost of
supplying electrical energy in California.
A. Market-ClearingPrices and Quantities
As describedabove, the Californiaelectricity
market in fact consists of several parallel and
overlappingmarkets.Given that generationand
distributionfirms, as well as other power traders, can arbitragethe expected price of energy
across these commodity markets,we rely upon
the unconstrainedPX day-aheadenergy price as
our estimate of energy prices in any given
hour.15 We chose to rely upon the PX unconstrainedprice because the PX handled over 85
percentof the electricitytransactionsduringour
sample period and the unconstrainedPX price
represents the market conditions most closely
replicatedin our estimates of marginalcosts. In
particular,we do not considerthe costs of transmission congestion or local reliability constraintsin our estimates of the marginalcost of
serving a given demand.The PX unconstrained
price is also derived by matching aggregate
supply with aggregate demand without considering these constraints. The resulting marketclearingprice thereforereflects an outcome that
would occur in the absence of transmissionconstraints,just as our cost calculations reflect the
outcome in a marketin which all producersare
price-takers and there are no transmission
constraints.16

It has been argued that the day-ahead PX
price shouldbe expected to systematicallyoverstatethe marginalcost of energy supplybecause
sellers in the day-aheadmarketwould include a
15 One might be concernedthat this arbitragewould not
hold in light of the requirementduring our sample period
thatthe threeinvestor-ownedutilities buy all of theirenergy
from the PX. Given the financial nature of the PX market
and availabilityof a numberof forwardmarketproductsto
hedge the day-aheadPX price risk, the full meaning of this
requirementwas ambiguous.More importantly,Borenstein
et al. (2001) find that the PX and ISO prices track quite
closely throughoutmost of our sample period.
16 We would like to
emphasize again that we use the PX
price as representativeof the prices in all California electricity markets.This is not a study of the PX marketand the
marketpower we find is not limited to the PX market.It is
the amount we estimate to be present in all California
electricity markets.Quantitativelysimilarresults obtain using day-aheador real-time zonal prices.
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premiumin their offer prices to account for the
opportunityof earning ancillary services revenues, which requirethat the units not be committed to sell power in a forward market.
However, if this were true, then the PX price
would also be systematically higher than the
ISO real-time price, which would not include
such a premiumbecause suppliers of ancillary
services are also eligible to sell energy in the
real-time market. Empirically this is not the
case. Over our sample period, the PX average
price was not significantlygreaterthan the ISO
average price.17

The interactionof these energy marketsalso
requires us to use the systemwide aggregate
demand as the market-clearingquantity upon
which we base our marginalcost estimates.This
level therefore includes consumption through
the PX, other SCs, and any "imbalanceenergy"
demandthat is providedthroughthe ISO imbalance energy market. Consumptionfrom all of
these markets is in fact metered by the ISO,
which in turn allocates imbalance energy
chargesamong SCs duringan ex post settlement
process. We are therefore able to obtain the
aggregatequantityof energy suppliedeach hour
from the ISO settlementdata.
The acquisition of reserves by the ISO also
requiresdiscussion here. Since the ISO is effectively purchasing considerable extra capacity
for the provision of reserves, it might seem
appropriateto consider these reserve quantities
as part of the market-clearingdemand level.
However, with the exception of regulation reserve, as describedbelow, all otherreserves are
normally available to meet real-time energy
needs if scheduledgenerationis not sufficientto
supply market demand.18Thus, the real-time
17
See Borenstein et al. (2001). There is also a fundamental theoretical flaw in this argument. Though option
value would cause a firm to offer power in the day-ahead
marketat a price above its marginalcost, arbitrageon the
demand side (and by sellers that do not qualify to provide
ancillary services) would still equalize the market prices.
The equilibriumoutcome would just have a reduced share
of power sold through the day-ahead market due to the
forgone option value.
18 In otherwords, all reservecapacitythatis economic at
the market price is assumed to be used to meet energy
demands in real time. Due to reliability concerns, the ISO
occasionally has not utilized some types of reserve ("spin-
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energy price is still set by the interaction of
real-time energy demand-including quantities
supplied by reserve capacity-and all of the
generators that can provide real-time supply.
Therefore,we considerthe real-timeenergy demand in each hour to be the quantitythat must
be supplied, and capacity selected for reserve
services to be partof the capacity that can meet
that demand and, as such, to be part of our
aggregatemarginalcost curve.
Unlike the other forms of reserve, regulation
capacity is, in a way, held out of the imbalance
energy market and its capacity could therefore
be considered to be unavailable for additional
supply. For this reason we add the upward
regulation reserve requirementto the marketclearingquantityfor the purposesof findingthe
overall marginalcost of supply.19
B. Marginal Cost of Fossil-Fuel
Generating Units
To estimate the marginalcost of production
for an efficient market, we divide production
into three economic categories:reservoir,musttake, and fossil-fuel generation.Reservoir generation includes hydroelectric and geothermal
production.These facilities differ from all others in that they face a binding intertemporal
constrainton total production,which implies an
opportunity cost of production that generally
ning" and "nonspinning")for the provision of imbalance
energy even when the units are economic (see Wolak et al.,
1998). The conditions under which this occurs are somewhat irregularand difficult to predict. For the purposes of
this analysis we have assumed that these forms of reserve
are utilized for the provision of imbalance energy.
19Regulation reserve is procured for both an upward
(increasing)and downward(decreasing)range of capacity.
The amount of upwardregulationreserve at times reached
as high as 10.8 percent of total ISO demand, although the
mean percentageof upwardregulationwas 2.2 percentover
our sample. Because the generationunits that are providing
downwardregulationare, by definition, producingenergy,
the capacity providing downwardregulation should not be
considered to be held out of the energy market.Note also
that by adding regulationneeds to the marketdemand, we
are implicitly assuming that all regulationrequirementsare
met by generation units with costs below the marketclearing price. To the extent that some units providing
regulationwould not be economic at the marketprice, this
assumptionwill tend to bias downwardour estimate of the
amount of marketpower exercised.
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exceeds the direct production cost. Must-take
generationoperatesundera regulatoryside agreement and is always inframarginalto the market.
Because of the incentives in the regulatory
agreements, these units will always operate
when they physically can. All nuclear facilities
are must-take, as well as all wind and solar
electricity production. We discuss below our
treatmentof reservoirand must-takegeneration.
For fossil-fuel generation, we estimate marginal cost using the fuel costs and generator
efficiency ("heatrate")of each generatingunit,
as well as the variable operating and maintenance (O&M) cost of each unit. For units under
the jurisdiction of the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD) in southern
California, we also include the cost of NOx
emissions, which are regulated under a tradeable emissions permitsystem within SCAQMD.
The cost of NOx permits was not significantin
1998 and 1999, but rose sharply during the
summer of 2000. The generatorcost estimates
are detailed in Appendix A. Figure 1 illustrates
the aggregatemarginalcost curve for fossil-fuel
generationplantslocated in the ISO controlarea
that are not considered to be must-takegeneration and shows how it increasedbetween 1998
and 2000 due to higher fuel and environmental
costs.20Note thatbecause the higher-costplants
20

Costs of generation shown in Figure 1 are based on
monthly average naturalgas and emissions permit prices.
Here and throughoutour analysis, we assume thatgas prices
are competitively determinedand accuratelyreported.If gas
markets were not competitive or reportedprices exceeded
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tend to be the least fuel efficient and the heaviest polluters, increases in fuel costs and pollution permitsnot only shift the supply curve, but
also increase its slope since the costs of highcost plants increase by more than the costs of
low-cost plants.21
The supplycurvesillustratedin Figure1 do not
include any adjustmentsfor "forced outages."
Generation unit forced (as opposed to scheduled) outages have traditionallybeen treatedas
random, independentevents that, at any given
moment, may occur according to a probability
specified by that unit's forced outage factor. In
our analysis, each generationunit, i, is assigned
a constant marginal cost mci-reflecting that
unit's averageheat rate, fuel price, and its variable O&M cost-as well as a maximumoutput
capacity, capi. Each unit also has a forced outage factor,fofi, which representsthe probability of an unplannedoutage in any given hour.
Because the aggregatemarginalcost curve is
convex, estimatingaggregatemarginalcost using
the expected capacity of each unit, capi * (1 fofi), would understatethe actualexpected cost
at any given output level.22 We therefore simulate the marginalcost curve that accounts for
forced outages using Monte Carlo simulation
methods. If the generationunits i = 1, ..., N
are ordered according to increasing marginal
cost, the aggregate marginal cost curve produced by thejth draw of this simulation,Cj(q),
is the marginalcost of the kth cheapest generating unit, where k is determinedby
argmin
(1) k = arg min x
I(i) *capi- q .

the actual prices paid by electricity generators, as recent
FederalEnergy RegulatoryCommission findings have suggested, then we have underestimatedthe full impact of
marketpower on the wholesale price of electricity.
21 Our estimates assume that the rated
capacities of the
plants,capi, arestrictlybindingconstraints.It has been pointed
out to us thatthe plantscan be run above ratedcapacity,but
at the cost of increased wear and more frequent maintenance. If we incorporatedthis factor-about which there
seems to be very little detailed information-it would shift
rightwardthe industrysupply curve and would increase our
estimatesof the extentto which marketpower was exercised.
22 For
any convex function C(q), of a random variable
q, we have, by Jensen's inequality, E(C(q)) > C(E(q)).
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where I(i) is an indicatorvariablethattakes the
value of 1 with probabilityof 1 - fofi, and 0
otherwise.For each hour, the Monte Carlo simulation of each unit's outage probabilityis repeated 100 times. In other words, for each
iteration, the availability of each unit is based
upon a randomdraw that is performedindependently for each unit according to that unit's
forced outage factor. The marginal cost at a
given quantityfor that iterationis then the marginal cost of the last available unit necessary to
meet that quantity given the unavailability of
those units that have randomly suffered forced
outages in that iteration of the simulation. If,
duringa given iteration,the fossil-fuel demand
(total demand minus hydro, must-take,and the
supply of imports at the price cap) exceeded
availablecapacity,the price was set to the maximum allowed underthe ISO imbalanceenergy
price cap duringthat period. Note that in nearly
all cases, the PX price in that hour did not hit
the price cap, so such outcomes were countedas
"negativemarketpower"outcomes in the analysis. Thus, these outcomes are not driving, and
if anything are reducing, our finding of market
power.
We did not adjust the output of generation
units for actual outages, because the scheduling
and duration of planned outages for maintenance and other activities is itself a strategic
decision. Wolak and Patrick(1997) present evidence that the timing of such outages was extremely profitablefor certain firms in the U.K.
electricity market. It would therefore be inappropriate to treat such decisions as random
events. Because we find market power in the
summermonths-high-demand periods in California in which the utilities have historically
avoided scheduled maintenanceon most generation-it is unlikely thatscheduledmaintenance
could explain these results in any case.23 We
would expect scheduled maintenance to take
place in the autumn,winter, and springmonths,
which is the time period over which we find
little, if any, marketpower.
The operation of generation units entails

23
Scheduled maintenance on must-take resources and
reservoir energy sources was accounted for under the procedures outlined in the following subsections.
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other costs in additionto the fuel and short-run
operatingexpenses. It is clear that sunk costs,
such as capital costs, and periodic fixed capital
and maintenance expenses should not be included in any estimate of short-runmarginal
cost. More difficult are the impacts of various
unit-commitmentcosts and constraints,such as
the cost of starting up a plant, the maximum
ratesat which a plant's outputcan be rampedup
and down, and the minimum time periods for
which a plantcan be on or off. These constraints
create nonconvexities in the production cost
functions of firms. For a generatingunit that is
not operating,these costs are clearly not sunk.
On the other hand, it is not at all clear how, or
whether, a price-taking,profit-maximizingfirm
would incorporatesuch costs into its supply bid
for a given hour. In fact, it is relatively easy to
construct examples where it would clearly not
be optimal to incorporate start-up costs in a
supply bid.24 We do not attempt to capture
directly the impacts of these constraintson our
cost estimates. Below, we discuss how nonconvexities could affect the interpretationof our
results.
C. Importsand Exports
One of the most challenging aspects of estimating the marginal cost of meeting total demand in the ISO system is accounting for
importsand exports between the ISO and other
control areas.We can, however, observe the net
quantity of power entering or leaving the ISO
system at each intertie point, as well as the
willingness of firmsto importand export to and
from California.
If the power market outside of California
24
Considera generatorthat estimates it will be "in"the
marketfor six hourson a given day and bids into the market
in each hour at a level equal to its fuel costs plus one-sixth
of its start-upcost. Considerthe results if the marketprice
in one hour rises to a level sufficient to recover all start-up
costs, but in all subsequenthours remains at a level above
the unit's fuel costs, but below the sum of its fuel cost plus
the proratedstart-upcosts. If this unit committedto operate
in the one hour that it covers its fuel costs plus one-sixth of
its start-upcosts, but stayed "out"of the market in subsequent hours, it is not maximizing profits, because it could
have earnedan operatingprofitat market-clearingprices in
the five remaininghours.
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the price were instead set at the competitive
price of P comp, we would see imports at some

level less than or equal to those seen at Pp.
This would shift the residualin-state demandto
a quantity q*. Thus, in order to estimate the
price-takingoutcome in the market,we need to
estimate the net import or net export supply
function.

qr
qmt

qrsv

q*

qtot

qimp

FIGURE 2. IMPORT ADJUSTMENTS AND EFFICIENCY LOSSES

were perfectly competitive, then the marginal
generator that is importing into California
would, absent transmissionconstraints,have a
marginalcost aboutequal to the marketprice in
California. When market power is exercised
within California, this would mean that, in an
effort to drive up price, some in-stategenerators
are withdrawing(or raising the offer price on)
their marginal generation and allowing more
expensive importedpower to be substitutedfor
it. Thus, in the absence of market power, we
would see lower imports. This means that the
cost of serving the demand that remains after
the competitive level of imports is netted out
would be higher than the cost of serving the
demand that remains after the true level of imports is adjustedfor.25
Figure 2 illustrates a hypothetical marginal
cost curve of the in-state generation,excluding
must-take (qm,)and reservoir energy resources
(qrsv) The market demand is qtot, and the observed price is Pp~. At a price of Pp, we see
imports of qimp

(=qtot

-

q,)

that shift the

remainingdemandto the left to a quantityqr. If
25
Capacityconstraintson both the transmissioninterties
into Californiaand the productioncapacityof non-Californian
producers complicate this intuition somewhat. If such a
capacity constraintwere binding at the observed California
market-clearingprice, then the marginalproduction cost of
imports would most likely be below this market-clearing
price and, thus, a perfectly competitive price within California would yield only weakly lower imports.

Estimating the Net Import/Export Supply
Functions.-One of the primaryresponsibilities
of the California ISO is to ensure the reliable
usage of the system's transmission network.
This requiresthat the ISO operate a marketfor
rationingtransmissioncapacity when its use is
oversubscribed. This market is implemented
throughthe use of schedule "adjustment"bids,
which are submittedby schedulingcoordinators
to the ISO along with their preferredday-ahead
schedules.
Scheduling coordinators submit their preferred import or export quantities and the ISO
checks to see whetherthese flows exceed transmission capacitylimits. If these proposedpower
flows are feasible, no further adjustmentsare
required.In the event that the net of proposed
importand export schedules does exceed transmission capacity on some intertie, the ISO initiates a process of congestion relief by adjusting
schedules according to their adjustmentbids.
Adjustmentbids establish, for each scheduling
coordinator,a willingness-to-pay for transmission usage. Schedules are adjustedaccordingto
these values of transmissionusage, starting at
the lowest value, until the congestion along the
intertie is relieved. A uniform price for transmission usage, paid by all SCs using the intertie,
is set at the last, or highest, value of transmission usage bid by an SC whose usage was
curtailed.
Adjustment bids reveal the willingness-tosupply importedenergy of out-of-statesuppliers
(and exported energy of in-state suppliers) at
each intertieover a wide rangeof quantities,not
just at the observed net import/exportquantity.
For the vast majorityof hours the aggregatenet
flow is into California for the relevant price
range, so we refer to this as the import supply
curve, but negative importsupply (net export)is
possible. Let the import supply curve of scheduling coordinatorsc at importzone z be the net
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of its preferredimport quantity and all of its
incremental and decremental adjustment bids
into California from z.
(2)

qSC()

= qsc,init + E qsc,inc(p)
p<p

E

-

qWTcP).

p>p

In other words, the preferredlevel of imports
from sc at z at a price of p, would be its
scheduled imports, which are independent of
price, plus the amountof additional supply it is
willing to provide in exchange for receiving a
payment less than or equal to p, minus the
amount of reduction in supply that it would
agree to in exchange for making a paymentthat
is greaterthan or equal to p. The aggregatenet
importcurve into the CaliforniaISO system for
any hour can be calculated by summing the
value of qzC(p) over all interties and SCs:
(3)

qimp(p) =

qSC(p)
SC

Z

This aggregationconstitutes an upper bound
on the responsivenessof net importsto changes
in the Californiaprice. The ISO is in practice
prevented from substitutingimport adjustment
bids across individual scheduling coordinators
or across transmissioninterties, so that the actual import supply curve will be a significantly
steeper function of price than the curve constructedas described. The ISO will only act in
the event that the initial schedules indicate that
congestion will arise, even though the adjustment bids may indicate a potential Paretoimproving import adjustment.Thus, while our
aggregateimport supply curve assumes that all
imports from all locations are perfect substitutes, and that these imports are priced at marginal cost, reality falls short of this level of
import efficiency.26
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Ouranalysis assumes that wholesale electricity suppliersoutsideof Californiaareprice-takers,
so that the import supply curve representsthe
aggregatemarginalcost curve of suppliersoutside of Californianet of their native load obligations. Some observers have argued that the
suppliers of electricity outside of California
may exercise marketpower (i.e., offer power at
above their marginalcost) when selling into the
California market. If this is the case, then an
import supply curve that reflected no market
power from out-of-state suppliers would indicate a greater supply of imports at every price
and therefore a leftward shift in the residual
demand curve in Figure 6, which would lower
the competitive benchmark price. Thus, our
treatmentof importswill tend to bias downward
our estimates of the extent of marketpower.
D. Hydroelectricand GeothermalGeneration
Reservoir generation units (i.e., hydro and
geothermalunits) present a different challenge
because the concern is not over a change in
aggregateoutputrelative to observed levels but
rather a reallocation over time of the limited
energy that is available to them. Thus, the bids
of hydro units do not reflect a productioncost
but rather the opportunity cost of using the
hydro energy at some later time.
In the case of a hydro firm that is exercising
marketpower, this opportunitycost would also
include a componentreflecting that firm's ability to impact prices in different hours.27It is
importantto note that even the actual observed
bid prices of a small, price-takinghydroelectric
firm operating in an oligopoly market would
provide little informationabout its opportunity
cost of the energy if the entire market were
perfectlycompetitive,because the actualopportunity cost of water for these units will be influenced by the expectation of future prices,

where Pactual is market price
qimp(Pactuai),
during the hour under consideration. This adjustmentensuresthatat prices equal to the actualobservedprice for that
hour, there would be no change from the observed level in
imports when performingour counterfactualprice calculaqimp(P)

26
One consequence of this is that the import quantities
implied by the aggregate of the adjustmentbids do not
exactly equal the imports that are actually observed. To
realign the import supply curve implied by the adjustment
bids with the observed import-pricepair for each hour, we

calculate the change in imports in each hour as

Aqimp(p)

=

tion. A positive

Aqimp(p)

implies an increase in net imports

relative to the observed price.
27See Bushnell
(2003).
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which in turnwill be impactedby the ability of
other firms to raise those prices.
For these reasons, we make the assumption
that the actual, observed output of these resources is the outputthat would be producedby
a price-taking firm participatingin a perfectly
competitive market.In practice,this assumption
means that in constructingour estimate of the
marginalcost of meeting load in any given hour
we apply the observed productionof hydro and
geothermal resources for each hour and then
calculate the marginal cost of satisfying the
remaining demand with the state's fossil-fuel
resources. We give the intuition here for why
this assumptionbiases downwardour estimates
of productiveinefficiency and marketpower. A
more detailed explanationis in Appendix C.
For the purpose of calculating the impact of
marketpower on total productioncost, it is easy
to see thatthis is a conservativeassumption,one
that will produce downward-biasedestimates
on the efficiency effects of marketpower. The
optimal hydro schedule will, by definition,lead
to weakly lower productioncost than any other
hydro schedule. To the extent that actual production differed from the optimal schedule, it
could only raise total productioncost. Thus our
assumption will bias upward our estimate of
perfectly competitive productioncost.
For the purpose of measuringmarketpower,
we need to consider the impact of our assumption on our estimates of marginal production
cost. Of concern is the possibility that the observed hydro schedule (which may include a
response by hydro firms to the exercise of market power by others)-when combined with a
counterfactualperfectly competitive production
of fossil-fuel resources-could producea lower
marginal cost estimate on average than the optimal hydro schedule. However, it is straightforward to show that when system marginal
production costs from nonhydro sources are
convex in quantity, any reallocation of hydro
energy away from the least-cost allocation will
raisemarginalcosts morein the hoursfromwhich
energy is removed than it will reduce marginal
cost in the hoursto whichenergyis added.28Thus

our assumptionof optimalhydroproductioncan
only bias our time-weighted estimates of marginal cost upwards,and thereforeour estimates
of price-cost margins downward.
We present results in which price-cost margins are weighted by the market volumes in
each hour. To consider the effect of our hydro
assumptions on these results, we need to address the possibility of a reallocation of hydro
energy between off-peak and peak hours relative to the optimalschedule.A hydrofirmthatis
attempting to exercise market power would
likely allocate less hydro energy during peak
hours than would be the case for a price-taking
firm (see Bushnell, 2003). This strategic hydro
allocation, when combined with competitive
fossil-fuel production,would produce a higher
weighted average of marginalcost than would
the optimal schedule. To the extent the firms
controlling hydro resources attemptedto exercise market power with those resources, our
resultswill thereforeunderstatethe overall level
of marketpower.
However, the vast majority of reservoir resources were controlledby the PG&E and SCE,
each of which had a fairly strong incentive to
lower wholesale power costs. Therefore it is
possible that these firms responded to an increase in marketpower with an overconcentration, relative to perfect competition, of energy
duringhigh-demandperiods. As argued above,
this reallocation (if allowed by the flow constraints) would raise off-peak marginal costs
more than it would lower on-peak marginal
costs. However, since (non-must-take)market
volumes are likely to be higher on-peak, the
impact on the quantity-weighted average of
marginalcost is uncertain.
We examinedthis issue empiricallyby asking
whetherour estimatesof marginalcosts produce
opportunitiesfor a reallocationof hydro energy
that would result in a lower weighted-average
marginalcost. Such an opportunitywould exist
if fossil-fuel marginalcosts during some highdemandperiod were lower (due to "overproduction"from hydrosources)thanthe marginalcost
in some lower-demandperiod. If, by contrast,

28
This is because at the least-cost allocation of hydro
energy, marginalfossil-fuel costs will be equalized over all

hoursfor which hydroflow constraintsallow a discretionary
use of hydro energy.
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our marginalcost estimates(over a period with
stable input prices) were monotonic in market
demand,then no systematicopportunityfor loweringthe weightedaverageof marginalcost exists
and any bias from our hydroassumptionis in the
direction of raising costs and lowering market
power.
To examine this possibility, we estimated a
kernelregressionof our estimatedmarginalcost
(i.e., competitiveprice) on system demand(presented in Appendix C) in order to detect
whetherin aggregatethere are systematic deviations from a monotonicallyincreasingrelationship between demand and our estimate of
system marginalcost. Such regressionsfor each
of the three summersin our sampleperiod show
that our system marginal cost estimates were
monotonicallyincreasingin demandfor each of
these time periods. This leads us to conclude
thatit is highly unlikely thatour assumptionthat
the actual schedule of productionreservoir resources was the cost-minimizing schedule creates a significantnegative bias on the weightedaverage estimates of system marginalcosts.
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generation and by reservoirgeneration,respectively. These quantitiesare all treated as price
inelastic. The term

-

qtmp

Aqm,p(p)

is the

level of imported energy adjusted by the response to changes in the market-clearingprice,
as described above.
For each hour, we make 100 fossil-fuel generation marginalcost curve estimates, each reflecting a combination of independent Monte
Carlo draws for the outage of each generation
unit. For each of these draws from the systemwide fossil-fuel marginalcost curves we compute the intersectionof this marginalcost curve
with the residual marketdemand curve qt}p).
This yields an estimated marginal cost and an
in-state market-clearingquantityqt for Monte
Carlo draw j. We denote the marginal cost
associatedwith this quantityas CJ.We can then
compute an estimate of the expected value of
the marginal cost of meeting the in-state demandthat results from price-takingbehaviorby
in-state generatorsas:
100

I (C)
E. Calculating Cost Increase Relative to
CompetitiveOutcome
Utilizing the assumptionsoutlinedin the previous sections, we estimatedthe perfectly competitive market price in the California energy
marketsfor each hour of marketoperationfrom
June 1998 throughOctober 2000. The residual
marketdemandto be met by in-state fossil-fuel
units within the ISO system in hour t, qf, is
estimated to be
(4)

=
q4ff
f(p)
t/l

,+
ot

Qor
-

qtg
reg

qlmp,

-

qst
qrsv

qmt

Aqimp(p).

Here qot is the actual ISO metered generation
(including net imports), including generation
scheduled through all energy markets associated with the ISO control area, including the
PX, ISO imbalance energy market, and other
SCs. qteg represents the addition to demand due

to the need for capacity dedicatedto regulation
reserve. The quantities

qtt

and

qts

represent

the amount of energy produced by must-take

_

(5)

P

cpt
comp

=j=1

I

100

Note that there are cases in which Pp - Pomp

is negative in our simulations.Absent an operational erroror an attemptat predatorypricing,
firmswill not actuallybe willing to sell power at
prices below theirtrue economic short-runmarginal costs. In other words, prices will not be
below the perfectlycompetitiveprice. Nonetheless, duringsome hours, particularlyJune 1998
and during the winter and spring of 1999, PX
prices were below our estimatesof the perfectly
competitive marketprice. At least three factors
contributeto these outcomes.
First,our cost estimatescan exceed the actual
marginal cost because we do not consider the
dynamic effects of unit commitment constraints, such as start-upcosts, ramping rates,
and minimum down times. These constraints
can create opportunitycosts of shutting down
units that, in essence, lower the true marginal
cost of operating that plant. Of course these
same constraints also can create opportunity
costs that, at othertimes, raise the true marginal
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cost. This is one reason why we include the
negativemarkupsin our results;we did not want
to excludethe off-peakimpactof these constraints
on our cost estimates, since there is an opposite
effect on our estimates during peak hours.
Second, cost informationfor generatingunits
are not exact dataon which all partiesagree. For
the most part,we used values submittedto state
and federal regulatory agencies under the
former regulated regime. For this reason, our
estimate of a unit's marginal cost may be
slightly higher than the cost level at which it is
capable of operating in a market environment.
Thereforewe include negative price-cost differences in orderto preventtruncatingthe effect of
data uncertaintyon our cost estimates.
Third, and probablymost important,our calculations do not control separately for the
output levels of reliability must-run (RMR)
generation. Some fossil-fuel generation units
have been declared must-runfor local grid reliability undercertain system conditions. These
generators get separate nonmarket payments
when they are called under the RMR contracts
they have signed with the ISO. RMR units are
not dispatched through the price-setting process. Because they are held out and paid a
differentprice, the resultingprice in the PX can
be below the marginalcost to the system if the
power provided by RMR units were instead
provided as part of the full dispatch of the
system. In fact, due to the level of RMR calls by
the ISO duringsome periodsduringour sample,
particularlythe spring of each year, it is possible that no other fossil-fuel generationwas economic during these time periods. Under these
circumstances, the highest (opportunity) cost
units selling in the PX could be hydro or outof-state coal plants, either of which have lower
marginalcost than any of the fossil-fuel plants
we examine. However, these periods are likely
to occur when the PX price is extremely low,
not extremely high. In such cases, import energy with costs below those of in-state fossilfuel generation could be the marginal
generation, and the actual PX price could be
lower than the marginal costs of any of the
fossil-fuel units we have examined.Because we
don't account for the RMR units, our estimates
could still indicate that a fossil-fuel unit is marginal and its cost is the system marginalcost, so
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our estimated system marginal cost would be
above the actual PX price due to unaccounted
for RMR calls.29
If the estimatedMC is above the PX price for
either the first or second reason, then it seems
that the most accurateestimateof marketpower
would come from including the "negativemarket power" outcomes in our calculations.However, total start-upcosts for the fossil-fuel units
in Californiaare about $39 million during our
sampleperiod,less than 1 percentof total fossilfuel generationproductioncosts duringthe period and less than 1 percentof the marketpower
rents we find.30 In addition, there are other
reasons to think that start-upcosts explain only
a minor part of the deviations from marginal
cost pricing. First, the units that turnon to meet
peak demand during the summer have little
start-upcosts (fuel oil or jet fuel units) or none
at all (hydroelectricunits), so the impact at the
times we find the greatestmarketpower is likely
to be low.31 Second, our estimates of market
power are substantiallygreaterin summer2000
than in summer 1999, but the amount of electricityproducedper start-upis 5.7 percentlower
in summer 1999, implying that start-up costs
would likely be a greaterfactor in 1999 than in
2000. Similarly,the ratio of start-upcosts to our
estimated fossil-fuel production costs was
29
This implies that neglecting RMR calls could underestimatemarketpower. In addition,it appearsthatthe initial
RMR agreements exacerbated some of the local market
power problems that they were designed to mitigate. See
Bushnell and Wolak (1999).
30 For 65 of the 92 units in our fossil-fuel cost curve, the
unit-specific formulaefor determiningthe cost per start-up
(as a function of both input fuel costs and the price of
electricity) were submittedto the ISO as part of the RMR
contractrenegotiationprocess. For the remaining27 units,
we estimated the unit-specific start-up formula by using
parameters from a similar unit that did have an RMR
contract.We used the daily price for the input fuel used by
that unit and daily average annualretail price to industrial
customers for the electricity price in the start-up cost
formula.
31 Additionally, if marginal cost functions turn upward
smoothly around the rated capacity, rather than having a
strictL-shape, the typical argumentthat a competitive plant
would bid its start-upcosts for the "single hour" it would
run are incorrect.In that case, even the last plant turnedon
would run for many hours because it would be replacing
higher-cost output from other plants that would otherwise
be producingalong the steepest parts of their MC curves.
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higher in summer 1999 than in summer 2000,
0.91 percent versus 0.37 percent.
Likewise, it is unlikely that much of the negative marketpower outcomes could be the result
of cost-data errors. Many PX prices in June
1998, for instance, were well below the costs
that anyone has claimed for operationof fossilfuel generatingunits.32Thus, it is most likely
that the cost estimates that exceed the PX price
occur because there were no fossil-fuel generating units that were economic to run at the
time. Only fossil-fuel units runningunderRMR
contractswere active. In that case, the marginal
cost of the system, and thus the marketprice, is
being set by much cheaper out-of-state coal
plants, by nuclear plants, or by hydro or geothermalplants.If this is the case, then the proper
treatmentwould be to truncatethe results, resetting any finding of "negativemarketpower"
to set marginalcost equal to price. Still, in order
to avoid biasing the results in favor of finding
marketpower, we do not truncatethe negative
outcomes in the primaryresults we report.
IV. Results
We computedthe expected perfectly competitive price each hour for the months of June
1998 throughOctober2000 using the algorithm
described above. From the import adjustment
bids, the median hourly reduction in imports
from the observed level at the PX price versus
the level at our estimatedcompetitiveprice was
2.4 percent.For each hour, we can calculate an
arc elasticity implied by the adjustmentbids for
the import response from the change between
the competitive and actual price and the resulting change in imports.The medianarc elasticity
of import supply for these hours is 0.63.33
The added wholesale cost of energy due to
departuresfrom a competitive market,A TC, is
calculatedby taking the difference between the
PX price and our estimateof competitivebenchmark price and multiplying it by the total ISO
32

If we were to ignore any "negative market power"
outcomes for prices below, say, $18/MWh, virtually all of
the "negative marketpower" effects would be eliminated.
33We
as
calculate
the
arc
elasticity
(P, + P2)/2 (Q2 - Ql)
(Ql + Q2)/2 (P2 - P,) '
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metered generation less the must-take energy
for that hour.34That is, for hour t,
ATC = [Px - P ]omp]

(6)

-q],

where Ptomp is the expected competitive price
in period t. This expectation is taken with respect to the distributionof generatingunit outages, as shown in (5).
For any set of hours Si, our measureof market performanceis
ATC'

MP(J) =

(7)

TCt .
t(ff

MP(SI) is the proportionalincreased wholesale
cost of electricity during all hours in 9f. Defining MP(Y) in this manneris consistentwith the
view, reflected in our competitive benchmark
Monte Carlo simulation,that the observed market price is conditional on a realization from
the joint distributionof generatingunit outages.
To reflect this fact, let Pp denote the observed PX price for hour t and E(PpX)the expectation of this magnitudewith respect to the
joint distribution of generating unit outages.
Unlike the counterfactualcase of price-taking
behavior,we cannot draw from the distribution
of generatingunit outages and compute a distributionof marketprices thatreflectthe current
level of market power. This would require a
model for the strategicinteractionamong players in the California market. However, by defining MP(Sf) as shown in equation(7), we can
take advantageof the law of large numbers to
prove that our measure is a consistent estimate
of the proportionalcost increase. To show this,
rewrite the index as:
(7')

MP( f)

1/Card(9f)

E

[Px-

Ptomp]

* [qt

-

tG~

1/Card(9Y) I

Pt

*

[qtO

- qmt]

t Es

34By taking the observed quantity as the market demand, we are, for the reasons discussed earlier, implicitly
assuming that demandis price inelastic.
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TABLE2-ACTUAL PRICEAND ESTIMATED
MARGINALCOST

Month

Year

Mean of Actual
Production
Per Hour
(MWh)

June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998

24,134
28,503
31,256
28,209
25,043
24,107
24,953

12.09
32.41
39.53
34.01
26.65
25.74
29.13

22.55
27.33
27.71
26.28
26.21
27.53
25.40

-44
103
220
134
13
-4
45

-51
28
39
33
5
-2
17

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

24,480
24,079
24,734
24,763
24,625
27,081
29,524
29,813
28,573
27,558
26,046
26,647

20.96
19.03
18.83
24.05
23.61
23.52
28.92
32.31
33.91
47.63
36.91
29.66

22.41
21.20
20.80
24.50
25.34
25.89
27.12
30.64
30.25
34.38
28.87
27.73

-5
-12
-12
4
0
13
63
56
63
186
105
30

-2
-7
-7
2
0
5
17
14
16
31
26
9

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

26,377
25,961
25,618
25,728
27,038
30,644
30,343
32,310
29,981
27,422

31.18
30.04
28.80
26.60
47.22
120.20
105.72
166.24
114.87
101.51

27.66
29.52
31.38
32.43
40.43
53.59
59.37
76.19
76.86
68.06

48
10
-17
-43
150
1,152
801
1,475
577
443

13
3
-6
-16
25
63
50
56
36
34

Mean of
PX Price
($/MWh)

Mean of
Marginal
Cost
($/MWh)

Sum of
ATC
($ million)

Aggregate
ATC/TC
(percent)

where Card(9) is the cardinalityor numberof
elements (hours) in the set Y. For sets Yfwith a
large numberof elements, the index is approximately equal to
(7") MP(w)
[E(P)

tEe

-

Pc[omp][qt-mt

2 E(Pp-)
.
[qo,-qAmt]x

which is equal to the ratio of the expected cost
increase relative to the perfectly competitive
benchmark,due to the currentlevel of market
power and marketimperfections,divided by the
expected cost of purchasing electricity under
currentmarketconditions.

Table 2 reportsthe PX price, estimatedmarginal cost, and the added cost of power due to
prices that exceeded marginal cost for each
month in the sample period. As is evident from
Table 2, June 1998 producedvery idiosyncratic
results, with an average PX price considerably
below our estimate of marginalcost. The market was only in its thirdfull month of operation
at this time and a numberof fossil-fuel generation units were going throughownershiptransfer and regulatory approval of these transfers.
The CTC mechanism provided the three
investor-owned utilities with an incentive to
induce low energy prices and the utilities were
still operatingand bidding many of these units
throughJune 1998. As describedabove, the use
of reliability must-run contracts, which paid
some fossil-fuel units to run in exchange for
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paymentsthatwere above the marketprice, was
also widespreadduringJune. For these reasons,
we believe the marketresultsfrom June 1998 do
not provide much meaningful information on
the state of competition in the Californiamarket. Nevertheless, for completeness, we have
included these results. For the set of all hours
over the entire29-monthperiodfrom June 1998
to October 2000, the MP(S) is equal to 33
percent, amountingto total payments in excess
of competitivelevels equal to $5.55 billion with
a standarderrorof $1.19 billion.35
Having generated estimates of price-cost
margins for each hour of the 29-month sample
period, we can examine subsets of the data to
gain insight into the underlyingdynamicsof the
market.One test of the credibilityof our results
is whether our estimates of marketpower vary
in the way that economics would predict. We
would expect market power to be quite low
during the off-peak months, December through
April. Electricitydemandis low in these months
and supply is relatively large due to the resurgence in hydro productionfrom winterrains. In
December 1998-April 1999, we find an average
MP(,7) of 1.9 percent,and in December 1999April 2000, we find an average MP(9) of 1.8
percent,neitherof which is significantlydifferent from zero. Thus, we find that there was
essentially no margin between prices and marginal cost duringthe periodin which supply was
most abundantcomparedto demandand sellers
had the least ability to exercise marketpower.
In addition, these results provide evidence that
significant short-run operating costs are not
missing from our cost estimates, because negative or zero marginswould not be observedover
such an extended period of time.
The series of events that led to the California
electricitycrisis in 2000-2001 began with dramaticprice increasesduringthe summerof 2000.
Many policy makersand regulatorshave argued
that the competitiveperformanceof the market
fundamentallychanged during summer 2000,
therebyinitiatingthe crises.In orderto makesuch
comparisons,however,one must accountfor dif-

35
Appendix B outlines our procedurefor computingthis
standarderror,which accountsfor the errorassociatedwith
the randomnessof forced plant outages.
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ferences in the relativelevels of demandduring
these periods.As describedabove, we would expect the estimatedmarketpowerto increaseas the
demandfaced by in-statenonutilitysellers rises
relative to the capacity of these players. Figure
3 shows a kernelregressionof thisrelationshipfor
late summerof 1998, 1999, and 2000.36The horizontal axis of Figure 3 is the demandfaced by
these firms after accountingfor actual imports,
must-take,and reservoirproduction.The vertical
axis is the ratio ATCt/TCt,which is equal to the
Lerer index for that hour.37

The results summarizedby this figure show
that market power steadily increased with the
demand faced by the nonutility in-state suppliers consistent with the earlier discussion of the
natureof competitionin the electricity industry.
During lower demand hours and months, as
well as springtimemonths when significanthydro energy is available,no single firmcan affect
prices significantly. During higher demand
hours, however, competitive sources of energy
begin to reach their capacity limits and the pool
36To be
precise,the data are for August 7 throughSeptember 30 of each year. We focus on this period because
the ISO energypricecap variedduringour sampleperiod,but
it was set at the same level, $250/MWh,for August7 through
September30 of all three years. August and Septemberare
historicallytwo of the highest demandmonthsof the year in
California,and they can exhibitthe lowest supplyavailability
due to declininghydroresourceslate in the summer.
37Because the Lemer index is not
symmetric around
zero, negative values of the ratio are set to zero in estimating
the kernel regressions.
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of potential competitors for additional supply
dwindles. Because of the lack of significant
storage capacity and the inelasticity of demand,
firms can take advantageof the capacity limits
of their competitors during these high-demand
hours. This is consistent with the effects detected from the oligopoly equilibrium simulations in Borenstein and Bushnell (1999). This
sequence of events does not imply a shortageof
generating capacity to serve the energy or ancillary services needs of the CaliforniaISO control area. However, the combination of the
concentrationof ownershipof generatingassets
and the level of demand did combine to create
circumstanceswhere one or more market participants recognized that their capacity was
needed to meet the ISO's energy and ancillary
services needs regardlessof the actions of other
marketparticipants.Under these circumstances,
firms find it in their unilateralinterest to bid to
raise prices even though there is sufficient capacity available to meet the California ISO's
total energy and ancillaryservicesrequirements.
Our results also indicate that, given the supply and demand conditions during that period,
the performanceof the marketwas not dramatically different in 2000 from that in 1998 and
1999. Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution functions for the demand met by in-state
fossil-fuel generation for the late-summer period during 1998-2000. Although total market
demand was only 6 percent higher during late
summer2000 than in late summerof 1999 and
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5 percenthigher duringthat period in 1998, the
demandmet by in-statefossil-fuel plants,nearly
all of which were unregulated by 1999, increased from an average of 6,639 MWh during
1998 and 5,690 MWh during 1999 to 10,007
MWh during 2000. This is largely due to a
substantialdecline in imports from an average
of 5,069 MWh in 1998 and 6,764 MWh in 1999
to 3,627 MWh in 2000. Thus, although the
performanceof the market controlling for the
demand faced by in-state fossil-fuel generation
did not change significantly during 2000, the
distribution of this demand did change. Far
more hours spent at higher residual demand
levels created larger average margins during
2000. This combined with the fact that marginal costs also nearly tripled between 1999
and 2000, which meant that similar Lerner indices reflected much larger absolute dollar
margins, producing extremely large wealth
transfers.
V. DeadweightLoss and Rent Division
Even without a market power analysis, it is
clear that the extraordinaryprices that began in
the summer of 2000 created large transfersof
wealth. The analysis we have carriedout, however, allows us to parse the changes in wholesale payments for electricity between three
mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories:
changes in the competitive cost of generating
electricity, changes in the level of competitive
inframarginalrents (which would have occurred
without any market power), and changes in
seller rents due to the exercise of marketpower.
Some of the rents due to marketpower became
profitsof electricityproducersor marketers,but
some were dissipated in productionefficiency
losses: efficiency losses resulting from the operation of higher-cost productionunits when a
firm with lower-cost productionexercises market power and restrictsoutput.
A. Deadweight Loss
We begin by estimatingthe loss in economic
efficiency due to the imperfectionsin the market. Because the demand for electricity in the
California market was effectively perfectly inelastic with respect to the wholesale market
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price, efficiency losses would stem primarily
from the inefficient allocation of production.38
With asymmetricproducers,there will be efficiency losses from the substitutionof highercost productionfrom price-takingfirms,or even
smaller strategic firms, for the lower-cost production of the larger firms that are exercising
marketpower.
This would be a fairly straightforwardcalculation if there were no imports into the state.
With no importsand perfectlyinelastic demand,
we could simply compare the efficient production costs of a given quantity of power, using
the approachdescribed in the previous section,
with the actual productioncost of that quantity
of power. Due to imports that vary in quantity
with the exercise of market power in state,
however, we also need to account for the substitution of higher-cost imports for lower-cost
in-state generation.
Thus, we divide the efficiency loss into these
two components:the loss due to misallocation
of a given productionquantityof outputamong
the fossil-fuel plants inside the ISO system, and
the loss due to misallocation of productionbetween fossil-fuel plants within the ISO and
plants outside the ISO (imports).The vast majority of power importedinto Californiaoriginates from regulated or publicly owned firms,
and most of these firms have substantialnative
demand obligations. We have therefore assumed thatthe adjustmentbids from these firms
reflect the actual opportunitycost of their production (i.e., that they are price-takers).When
calculating wealth transfers,this is a conservative assumption.However, when calculatingthe
impact of marketpower on efficiency losses, it
is not. By assuming that importbids reflect the
marginal cost of the supplier, we assume that
increasedproductionfrom these importsdue to
market power exercised by firms within California creates an increase in total production
38
This is not true if the exercise of marketpower caused
some "interruptible customers"-customers that have
agreed to curtailconsumptionupon requestfrom the utility
in returnfor lower electricity rates overall-to significantly
reducetheir demand.This happenedon 26 occasions during
our sample (5 in 1998, 1 in 1999 and 20 in January-October
2000, but we have no way of estimatingthe deadweightloss
from these demandreductions.
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TABLE3-PRODUCTION COSTSAND RENT DISTRIBUTION
($ MILLION)JUNE-OCTOBER

Total actual payments
Total competitive payments
Productioncosts-actual
Productioncosts-competitive
Competitive rents
Oligopoly rents
Oligopoly inefficiency-in state
Oligopoly inefficiency-imports

1998

1999

2000

1,672
1,247
759
715
532
425
31
13

2,041
1,659
1,006
950
708
382
31
24

8,977
4,529
2,774
2,428
2,101
4,448
126
221

cost. If the adjustmentbids from firms outside
of California contain margins over their own
marginalcost, this marginwill be countedas an
efficiency loss, when it is in fact a transferfrom
consumers to those producers.
The two components of deadweight loss are
illustratedin Figure2. The inefficiency from the
reallocation of the actual production quantity
among fossil-fuel resources inside the ISO is
illustratedby the solid gray area between the
competitive marginal cost curve and the "actual" marginal cost curve just above it.39 Our
estimatesof the total in-statefossil-fuel production inefficiency for June through October of
1998, 1999, and 2000 are shown in Table 3. The
expected cost from additional imports is illustratedin the stripedareaof Figure 2 and reflects
the difference between producing the quantity
Aqimp(Pcomp)

from imported production and

producingthat same quantityfrom in-state production along the marginalcost curve MCcomp.
Again, we have assumed that the adjustment
bids of importingfirms reflect their actual marginal production costs. Our estimates of the
total productioninefficiency due to higher-thanoptimal imports for the summermonths of our
sample are shown in Table 3.
In Figure 5, we illustratethe relationshipbetween our estimated in-state productive inefficiency and aggregatedemandfaced by California
fossil-fuel plants using a kernel density regression. Given our findingsin the previous section,
it is not surprisingthat we observe low levels of

39 This is a roughrepresentationsince the cost difference
need not rise with the quantity of in-state fossil-fuel production, as we discuss in what follows.
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productioninefficiency at low levels of system
demand, when there are low levels of market
power. What may be surprising at first is that
productive inefficiency declines as demand
nears system capacity even though our estimates of market power continue to increase.
When the system is near capacity, however,
very small output reductions can yield enormous price increases. Thus, while exercise of
market power at those times may cause large
wealth transfers, the resulting productive inefficiency is small because nearly all resourcesare
running in any case.
B. Rent Division
With the calculation of deadweight loss due
to productive inefficiency, we are now in a
position to parse the total wholesale market
payments into costs, competitive rents, and
rents due to the exercise of market power. In
Figure 6, the quantity qtot

qmt

represents the

amountof power tradedin the wholesale market
in a given hour, qmtbeing must-takepower that
is not compensated at the marketprice.
Total wholesale marketpaymentsare the sum
of all the shaded areas. When the areas labeled
Mkt.Power Rents and ImportLoss (togetherthe
area above Pcomp)are removed from the total,
the result is the total wholesale payments that
would have resultedif the marketwere perfectly
competitive. The quantityqrsv representshydro
and geothermalproductionduringthe hour. For
purpose of calculating the change in rents during summer 2000 and how those rents were

divided, we assume that hydro and geothermal
power have zero marginalcost, though this assumptionhas no effect on the calculationof the
change in rents.
Under competition, the quantity q* is produced by in-state generationunits and the quantity qtot - q* is imported. The area labeled
Comp. Total Cost is the variable production
costs of in-state units (otherthan must-takeproduction) and of importedpower for theirrespective sharesof production.Competitiongenerates
inframarginalrents equal to the sum of the areas
labeled Comp. Rents 1 and Comp. Rents 2 for
in-state fossil-fuel and reservoirgenerators,and
the area Comp.Rents 3 for imports.40Together,
these areas-Comp. Rents and Comp. Total
Cost-account for all wholesale market payments under perfect competition.
With market power, the quantity qr is produced by in-state generationunits and the quantity

qtot

-

qr

is imported. The areas labeled

Comp. Rents 2 and Import Loss are the additional variableproductioncosts of the imported
power underthe assumptionthatimportsarebid
competitively. In addition to the inframarginal
40We have not calculatedthe importelasticity for prices
below Pcompso we assume that marginalcosts decrease in
a linear fashion and that the marginalcosts of imports are
zero when the import quantity is zero. The qualitative results do not change if we use the actualimportbids down to
zero and assume that all imports that made no (or negative
price) adjustmentbids had marginalcosts equal to zero.
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rents representedby the area Comp. Rents 1,
in-state producersreceive the area Mkt. Power
Rents 1, but some of these rents are dissipated
throughinefficient productionas describedpreviously. Imports receive inframarginal rents
Comp.Rents 3 as well as the area labeled Mkt.
Power Rents 2. Together, these areas account
for all wholesale marketpaymentswith market
power.
Between the summersof 1998 and 2000, the
wholesale marketcost of power rose from $1.67
billion to $8.98 billion. Efficient production
costs more than tripled between these periods
and with the marginalunit having higher costs,
competitive rents for lower cost units quadrupled. Oligopoly rents, however, increasedby an
orderof magnitude,from about $425 million to
$4.44 billion between these summers. Thus,
while a substantialportionof the increasedmarket cost of power was due to rising input costs
and reduced imports, these factors also increased the dollar magnitude of the market
power that was exercised by suppliers. As the
results in the previous section indicate, the underlying competitive structure of the market
does not appearto have changed substantially
between 1998 and 2000. Ratherthe higher demand and lower import levels in 2000 created
more frequent opportunitiesfor in-state fossilfuel producersto collect large margins on increased costs, leading to the tenfold increase in
oligopoly rents to suppliers.
The inefficiencies that resultedfrom the reallocation of production within California were
much more modest, remaining at about 3-5
percent of total production costs through all
three summers. The inefficiencies due to increasedimportsin power did grow substantially
during our study, rising from 2 percent to 8
percentof total productioncosts by the summer
of 2000. To the extent that prices from importing firms did not reflect their actual production
costs, but their own market power, this figure
will include oligopoly rents earned by producers outside of Californiaas well as actual productive inefficiencies.
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competitive wholesale electricity markets can
be attained. The debate over whether that assumption is correct and what must be done to
ensure competition in electricity generation is
ongoing. We have attempted here to reliably
estimate the degree to which California's
wholesale electricity markethas deviated from
the competitive ideal.
Though a greatdeal of cost data are available
for electricity generationunits, we still had to
make a numberof assumptionsin orderto reach
an estimate of the extent of market power in
California. In most, though not all, cases, we
have made assumptions that, if anything, are
likely to produce results indicating less market
power than actually exists.
The results indicate that market power in
California'swholesale marketwas a significant
factor during the summers of 1998, 1999, and
2000, though somewhat less so in 1999. These
estimates should serve as a reminder that the
problem of producer market power that was
addressedin a purely regulatoryframeworkfor
most of the twentieth century has not completely disappearedwith the recent restructuring. Our results demonstratethat marketpower
is most commonly exercised during peak demand periods, which is not at all surprising
given the currentinability of wholesale demand
to respond to high hourly spot prices. This underscores the importance of designing wholesale electricity markets that maximize the
likelihood that wholesale price signals will be
reflected in retail electricity rates.
These estimates demonstrate the degree to
which prices exceed system marginalcosts, the
price level that would occur if all firmsbehaved
as competitive price-takers. We have not attemptedto assess the profitabilityof any generation firms selling in California, because such
profitsare not necessarily an indicationof market power,just as the absence of profitsis not an
indicatorof competitivebehavior.In all markets
with durable assets, such as is the case in this
industry,there are likely to be periods of high
and low (or negative) profits regardless of the
competitivenessof the market.41

VI. Conclusions

Restructuring of electricity industries has
been predicated on the belief that workably

41
It is also worth noting that we have analyzed only the
energy markets in California. Most generation units were
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Finally, we want to emphasize again that this
study is intended to develop an index of the
extent and severity of market power. This is
separablefrom the importantdebate over what
index levels indicate a need for some form of
marketintervention.Years of electricityregulation confirmedthe belief that governmentintervention can be costly and can result in very
inefficient productionand pricing. The balancing of the costs and benefitsof such intervention
will require a great deal more study in this
industryas restructuringproceeds.
A: DATASOURCES
APPENDIX

Fossil-Fuel Generation Data
Heat rates for fossil-fuel generationunits that
are not must-takeand are located within the ISO
control area are primarilytaken from the California Energy Commission's data set on generation within the Western States Coordinating
Council for use with General Electric's multiarea productioncost model. This is the data set
used in Borenstein and Bushnell (1999). Some
unit heat rates were takenfrom the data set used
by Southern California Gas Company in its
1995 performance-basedrate-making simulation studies (Luis Pando, 1995). This data set
was also used by Kahn et al. (1997) in their
simulation analysis of the WSCC. Capacities
of all units are the California ISO's "available capacity"figures. For NOx emission credit
costs in the SCAQMD air basin, we used the
quantity-weightedmonthly average price paid
for emissions credit trades registered with
SCAQMD. Emissions rates of generationunits
are taken from the EnvironmentalProtection
Agency's ContinuousEmissionsMonitoringdata.
An overwhelming share of Californiafossilfuel generation uses naturalgas as the energy
source. For the time period studied, we used
daily averagenaturalgas spot prices reportedby

eligible to earn additionalrevenues under reliability mustrun contractsand from the sale of ancillary services. Total
ancillary services plus RMR revenues were approximately
$977 million in 1998, $879 million in 1999, and $1.859
billion in 2000.
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NaturalGas Intelligence at PG&E citygate and
the California-Arizonaborder.The formerwere
used for generationunits northof path 15 while
the latter were used for generationunits in the
south. Both sets of prices were adjustedby the
distributionrates of the gas utility serving each
generator.
A small numberof Californiageneratorsuse
either fuel oil or jet fuel as their primaryfuel.
We use the Energy Information Administration's reported monthly average Los Angeles
spot price for jet fuel and no. 2 fuel oil.
Unit forced outage factors are taken from
the National Electricity Reliability Council's
(NERC) 1993-1997 GeneratingUnit Statistical
Brochure, which reports aggregate generation
unit performancedata by fuel type and nameplate capacity.The forced outage factor that we
used for our Monte Carlo simulations were
derived from the NERC-reportedunit Equivalent AvailabilityFactors(EAF) and unit Scheduled Outage Factors (SOF). The former gives
the fractionof total hours in which a generation
unit was available, including an adjustment
for partial outages, while the latter gives the
fraction of hours in which each unit was unavailable due to scheduled maintenanceprocedures. Our derived forced outage factor (FOF),
which reflectsthe fractionof time a unit was not
available for productionfor unplannedreasons,
was

(Al)

FOF=

EAF
1-SOF
1 - SOF '

Demand and Generation Output Data
Total ISO quantity for every hour is based
upon the ISO's real-time metered generation
and is taken from ISO settlement data. The
output of must-take, hydro, and geothermal
generation for each hour is also taken from
these data. Importsare calculatedfrom the settlement data as metered imports minus exports
aggregated over all transmissioninterties connecting the ISO's control area with neighboring
control areas. The Mohave generation plant,
although located outside of California,appears
in metereddata as a must-takegeneratingfacility and not as an import. Production from all
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other generation units owned by SCE, but located outside of California,appearas importsin
the settlementdata.

(B1)
24

AATC(Sf)
TC(W)

id

Z.LE [[Pp -d
-x
d Ey

qid
comp][qtot

id]
qmt

i= 1

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF STANDARD ERROR
FOR

ATC(S)

The observed PX price in hour i and day d,
Ppx, depends on a single realizationof the joint
distribution of generation unit-level outages
duringthat hour. A differentrealizationof unitlevel outages for thathour could result in a very
different observed PX price for that hour. Because we do not know the precise natureof the
competitive interaction among market participants, specifically the bidding strategiesof both
generatorsand loads that gave rise to the observed market-clearingPX price, we are unable
to replicatethe actualprice-settingprocess for a
large number of draws from the joint distribution of unit-level outages in order to compute
the expected value of the PX price, E(Pp). In
contrast,we can compute the perfectly competitive marketcounterfactualequilibriumbecause
it entails the assumptionof marginalcost bidding by all in-state fossil generationunit owners. This allows us to compute the realized
value of the marginal cost of the highest cost
unit operatingin thathourfor a large numberof
draws from the joint distributionof unit-level
outages which we can use to compute an estimate of the expected value of this marginal
cost to an arbitrarydegree of precision for each
hour. We found that the 100 realizations from
the joint distributionof unit-level outages led to
a very precise estimates of this expected marginal cost for each hour. Consequently,the remaining source of uncertaintyin ATC(Y), the
total cost difference due to deviations from
competitive prices over time period Y, that our
standarderror estimate accounts for is the uncertainty in PX prices caused by actual forced
outages.
In constructingthe standarderrorestimatefor
ATC, we account for arbitrarycorrelation in
[Ppx - Pmp]

24

= E
dCE

mkupdqnd,
i= 1

- q] and mkupd
where qnd
[qt
[pd
This
idmp].
expression can be rewritten as:
24

(B2) ATC(y)

=

E

E(mkupid)qnid

dE f i=
24
+

>E
dES

where

Eid

?idq

E

id

i= 1

= mkupid -

E(mkupid) and E(-)

denotes the expectationtakenwith respectto the
joint distributionof unit-level forced outages.
Therefore,the varianceof ATC(S) can be written as:

(B3)

Var(ATC(Y)) =

Var

(Nd'

I

i=24

E

idqn

d E y i= I

Zd

=Var(E
dwEY

where Zd = E2Under suitable reg?'dqnd.
on
conditions
the
sequenceZd,for example
ularity
those assumed in Whitney K. Newey and Kenneth D. West (1987) or Donald W. K. Andrews
(1991), we can show that (DAY(f))- 12(dey

Zd)

converges in distributionto a XJ(0, V) random
variable, as DAY(S) tends to infinity, where
DAY(9f) equals the number of days in time
period Y. A consistent estimate of V can be
constructedas follows:

across the 24 hours of the day

and generalforms of autocorrelationin these 24
prices across days. We can write the total cost
difference due to deviations from competitive
prices over time period f as

id

q

(B4)

V = gz(O) + 2

> k(TI(q+ l))gz(T),
T=

i
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where gz(0) = l1DAY(d) E,Y)
1/DAY(Y) Ed+
(ZdZd,),

(Zd)2,

(r) =

and k(t) is a

weight function satisfying restrictionsgiven in
Andrews (1991). Using this asymptotic distribution result, an estimate of the variance of
ATC(9) is (DAY())V), which implies a standard errorof (DAY(Sf) )112.
To operationalizethis procedurewe need to
construct an estimate of the unobservable,eid,
the difference between mkupid, and its expectation. As discussed above, in orderto compute
the exact expectationof mkupid we would need
to know how all marketparticipantsbid into the
PX (and other markets)as a function of current
conditions in the market(system load and local
reliability energy levels) and the realization of
unit-level outages. Because we do not know the
bidding strategiesof even a single marketparticipantand we do not observe actualgeneration
unit-level outages during our sample period, a
reduced-formapproachto constructthe estimate
of E(mkupid) is necessary to compute an estimate of eid. We use a linear predictor of mkupid

constructedusing hour-of-day,day-of-the-week,
and month-of-sample period dummies, along
with the level and square of both the forecast
ISO load and day-ahead total RMR requirements for that hour of the day. Our estimate of
Eid

is the residual from the regression of mkupid

on these variables for all hours in our sample
period. For the same reason that the squared
difference between a random variable and its
conditional expectation is always less than the
squared difference between that random variable and its best linear predictor using those
same conditioningvariables,the varianceof our
estimate of Eid should be larger than the true
variance of

id. Consequently,

we view our

standarderroras a very conservativeestimateof
the uncertaintyin zTC(9) due to unobservable
forced outages and their impact on realizations
of the PX price.
Applying this procedurewith the Barlettkernel, k(sl(q + 1)) = s/(q + 1), for a value of

q equal to 10 yields a standarderrorfor ATC(9F)
for our entire sample period of $1.19 billion on
the estimatedATC(f) of $5.55 billion. For the
June-Octoberperiods of 1998, 1999, and 2000,
the estimates of ATC(Q) and their standard
errors (all in $ million) are $425 ($46), $382
($41), and $4,448 ($430), respectively.
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APPENDIXC: COST IMPLICATIONS
OF RESERVOIR
ENERGYASSUMPTION

In this Appendix we discuss the implications
of our assumptionthat the observed production
from reservoirresources(hydroelectricand geothermal) is equal to the optimal schedule that
would be produced by rational price-taking
firms in a perfectly competitive market. We
argue that, although this assumption is surely
not true, any bias it creates in our estimates of
the competitive benchmarkprice will be in an
upward direction, leading us to understatethe
amount of market power. We do this by first
characterizingan optimal hydro schedule, and
then discussing the cost impacts of deviations
from that optimal schedule.
Characterizing the Optimal Hydro Sched-

ule.-Assume that there are n producers that
control both hydro and thermal generation resources,where thermalresourcesincludenuclear
and fossil-fuel generation.Let qit = qTh + qh
represent the total output of firm i in time t,
where qTh is the thermal output and qh the
hydro outputof firm i. The thermaloutputof a
firm is requiredto be nonnegative and also no
more than its total thermalcapacity, qThax.
Each produceri = 1, ..., n has a portfolioof
thermalgenerationtechnologies with an associated aggregate production cost of Ci(qiTh)
and marginal cost of Ci(qiT). We assume that

c(.) is a strictly monotone increasing function
of qTh.

We can characterizethe hydro systems of the
suppliers as having a reservoir of qi units of
available water (measuredin units of energy),
q hm

units of required minimum flow in each

period, and a maximum flow of qhnmax per period. We assume that any inflows that occur
duringthe time periods modeled (say a week or
a month) do not disrupt the aggregate hydro
output decisions of each firm. In other words,
the limits on the total reservoircapacity are not
binding during this relatively short-termplanning horizon,so thatany unexpectedinflows are
added to storage.We also assume that demand,
although responsive to price and varying with
time, is deterministic.
Let pt(Qt) represent the inverse demand
function for the market at time t. Given the
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output of the other firms, a price-takingfirm i
has an optimal productionproblem defined as

(C3)

Pt = -Yft + 8ft + of;

(C4)
(C1)

Max,qhTh

Ptqi

-

t

(C5)

q it

it (q9

(C8)
(C8)

qTh
qrh

i
qith

$h
qh

qh-i q,max>,
qit

qi

Vt;
'
qit -- -h~Vt;
t

where qit = qt + qit, and Qt = Ei qit, the
total marketoutputin thatperiod. Note that this
problemwould be separablein t, except for the
last constraint,which limits the total hydroproductionover the T periods.We assumethateach
firm's single-periodprofitis concave in its own
output.Fordecreasingpricefunctions,Pt,it can be
shown thatthis problemhas a concave objective
functionso thatthe problemas a whole is convex.
In the above formulation,we do not allow for
the "spilling,"or free disposal, of hydro energy.
Under extreme circumstancesit may be profitable for a firm to withhold energy by spilling
water, but this would only occur if the firm had
enough reservoir quantity that it had driven
marginal revenue to zero for all periods in
which it was not at a maximumflow constraint.
To characterizethe optimalsolutions,we assign
Lagrangemultipliersto each of these constraints.
The multipliersof interestare Iitfor the thermal
outputlimits, yi and Sitfor the hydroproduction
limits, and ai on the total availablewater to the
strategichydroproducer.The termia is therefore
this firm'smarginalvalue of waterin this model.
This value representsthe additionalprofitto the
firmthatwould ariseif an additionalunitof water
couldbe usedfor generationduringthe timeframe
of the optimization.The optimalsolutionis characterizedby the following conditions:
Th =Pt
"Yft

- q,max) = 0 Vi,t;

< qTh
h
qi,max, qi,min

t

(C2)

qi) = 0 Vi,t;

( E qOt- Vq
\

(C7)

Vt

> 0
Vt

qit

-

Vt

qi, max

qht, qt

Yit(qimin

(C6)

qTh c qi,max

0 Vi,t;

q ,x)

it (qTh

Ci(qth)

subject to the constraints
qimin
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-

Ci(qft)

< 0 1 q

> 0

-

ft

t;

(C9)

qit,

it',

'it, ,i

i

0 Vi,t

where the symbol I indicatescomplementarity.
Combining(C2) and (C3) shows that ci(qTh) +
it '

- Yit + 8it + oi for all t. When met with

equality,conditions (C2) and (C3) representthe
condition that price, pt, equals marginalcost.
Each price-takingfirmwill schedule its hydro
releases so as to equateits marginalcosts across
all periods in the time horizon, where marginal
costs include a componentfor the shadow price
of generationcapacity when the capacity constraintis binding.In the hoursin which thereare
no binding flow constraints on hydro production, prices will be set equal to the marginal
value of water, o-i, which is constantacross the
time periods of the planning horizon. Let Y E
{0, ..., T} denote the subset of hours when
neither flow constraintbinds. Then,
(C10)

t=

=

(q)

Vt E Y.

Deviations from the Optimal Hydro Schedule.-In order to evaluate the potential impact
of a suboptimalhydro allocationon the equilibrium conditions, we need to consider possible
deviations from the optimal hydro allocation
described above. These fall into four potential
categories:
1. A reallocationfrom a period when the maximum flow constraintwas binding to a period when the minimum flow was binding;
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2. A reallocationfrom a period when the maximum flow constraintwas binding to a period in which no flow constraints were
binding;
3. A reallocation from a period when no flow
constraintswere binding to a periodin which
the minimum flow constraintwas binding;
4. A reallocationbetween periods in which no
flow constraintswere binding.
A reallocation of energy away from hours
when the maximumflow constraintwas binding
underthe optimal allocationcan only raise marginal cost since by condition (C3), hours in
which this constraint was not binding would
have lower prices (marginalcost) than hours in
which it was binding. The same is true for a
reallocation from an hour in which no flow
constraintsbind to an hour in which the minimum constraintwas binding. Last, by condition
(C3), marginalcosts in hours in which no flow
constraintsbind must be equal. A reallocation
from one such hour to anotherwould necessarily raise the average marginal cost if the cost
curve were convex. Thereforeany hydro schedule thatdeviates from the optimumschedulecan
only raise the unweightedaveragemarginalcost
of production.
To addresshow a suboptimalhydro schedule
might impact the volume-weighted average of
marginal cost over a given time period, we
utilize the following result.
RESULT: Any feasible allocation of energy
that is not equal to the optimal allocation and
thatproduces a monotonicrelationshipbetween
marginal cost, c(qTh), and total demand, q,
will produce a higher demand-weightedaverage marginal cost than the optimal schedule.
To prove this result, consider again the four
possible types of reallocations of energy away
from the optimal schedule that are listed above.
Any reallocationof energy away from a higherdemandperiod to a lower-demandperiod, cases
1, 2, and 3, will clearly raise the demandweighted average marginalcost. Similarly a reallocation away from an unconstrained hour
with higher demand to an unconstrainedhour
with lower demandwould also raise the demandweighted averageof marginalcosts. However, a
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reallocation from an unconstrainedhour with
lower demandto one with higherdemandwould
necessarily raise marginalcost in the lower demand hour to a level that is higher than the
marginal cost in the next highest demand
level since the marginalcosts in the two hours
were previously equal to each other. Such a
reallocationwould thereforecreate a nonmonotonic relationship between marginal cost and
demand.
In light of the above result, we feel confident
that the observed hydro schedule that we utilize
in our calculationswill producea higherdemandweighted marginal cost than the unobserved
optimal hydro schedule as long as we observe
that our calculationsof marginalcost are monotonically increasing in aggregate demand. Figure C1 illustrates this with graphs that are the
result of kernel density regressions of this relationship for August-Septemberof 1998, 1999,
and 2000, respectively. In each case we do
in fact observe a monotonic relationship between our estimates of marginal cost and demand, leading us to conclude that our
assumptionabout the allocation of energy from
reservoir resources is a conservative one that
will understatethe degree of marketpower that
we find.
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